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:_ The present invention relates to methods 0% 
dishes, or the like. ' 

' a- conventional dishwashing apparatus, the 
liquid employed in the vat- forb'oth washing" and 
rinsing purposes is hot water; and the dishes 
may’ be subjected‘ to a primary washing step 
‘am'i-v then a secondary‘ washing step, followed by 
a primary rinsing step and then a secondary 
rinsing» step, the individual‘ steps» consuming 
predetermined time intervals established by a 
program controller incorporated in the appa 
ratus; At‘ the conclusion of each step, the used 
cl'iargeofv hot water contained" in the vat is 
drained therefrom, and then a fresh charge of 
hot water isintrodllccd into the vat to be used 
in carrying the‘ succeeding step: Normally 
a charge of detergent ‘is introduced into the 
charge of hotwater-contained in the vat at the 
begirming of; the primary- washing step; while 
the secondary‘ washingstep is carried out‘ with 
‘out the addition of a new charge of detergent, 
since a small‘ residuum of‘ the initial charge of 
detergent is present in the" vat following drain 
,iligpf the used charge of ‘hot water at thecon 

of: the primary washing step, This resid 
is present in the vat as a result of- a small 

‘nortion'of- the used chargev of hot water adher 
ing to the dishes-and- to the rack supporting the 
dishes and‘ remaining in‘the joints‘ the walls 
gtjt'he vat‘ and in~ the drain ‘mechanism connect 
ing'the lower portion of the’ vat to the associated 
drain Qonduit." Both. the" primary rinsing step 
and the secondary rinsing step- are . carried (out 
using only the charges of fresh hot water in 
order positively to eliminate any- ?lms of de 
tergent‘ from; the’ dishes Ultimately, the dishes 
vnfiay be subjected to a‘ blast of hot an ‘order 
‘to. effect a drying action thereupon. 

While, thisimethod of washing dishes is highly 
satisfactory when soft water is employed, it is 
not entirelyv successful when hard- ‘water‘ is em 
ployed due to: the presence therein or the car 
bonates ‘ of‘ca'lcium and magnesium Speci?cally, 
the dishes, after being‘ dried, are‘ somewhat 
streaked or spotted‘- and are thus robbed? oftheir 
natural luster and‘ sparkle. ' ‘This; spotting is 
especially noticeable on glassware‘, and particu 
larly on- Stemware, the spots having a; white: or, 
grayish, outline of irregular con?guration. 

Y > or; course, this impairment of the; luster-oi.v the 
" glassware. is most noticeable-inhardwater locales, 
vIhutit is- to: some extentprogresnw whereby the 
e?eet may he detects-(1' int-isle thevfqrmof a 
general discoloration of. the glassware. even in 
those, areas having, only slightly hard water. 
~iiiyhilethe.provisionloiwater soiteningequipment , t-‘r 

- ' whims. (011M725) 
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in the plumbing preceding the dishwashlng ape 
paratus in: hard water localities is helpful in: re; 
ducing the rate, at which this progressiue ime 
pairment of the luster of. the, glassware pros 
coeds, it‘ doesnot. prevent the; ultimate‘ impair, 
ment, noted, and ‘the equipment does not. work 
satisfactorily without. frequent attention with 
particular re£erencetorecharging " 
In studying this problemit has been, discovered 

that this spotting; of the glassware is directly 
traceable to: the drying? thereon of rather large 
droplets of rinsing water, ‘containing calcium 
carbonate and! other hard watercomponents. 
following the secondary or final; rinsing step, and 
that this spotting may be. prevented by ‘elimi 
mating the-droplets- from the glassware. immedie 
ately following the secondary or ?nal3 rinsing step 

preceding drying, even though hard water is 
employed‘. Further, it hasv been discovered ‘that 
this ‘objective may vbe achieved by introducing‘ a 
suitable synthetic wetting‘ agent into‘ the. hot 
water contained in the vat in the secondary or 
?nal rinsing step, whereby the surface tension 
‘of the water is suf?ciently reduced to cause it to 
run freely from the glassware so‘ that no water 
droplets of any appreciable size‘ remain on the 
‘glassware at‘ thev conclusion of the secondary‘ or 
‘final rinsing step' and preceding drying‘ of- the 
glassware. ' » ‘ ‘ 

In‘ carrying out t - ‘s method it is‘ preferred 
vthat a liquid synthetic wetting agent be employed 
and that an- excess charge ‘thereof be introduced 
into the charge of hot'water' contained? in» the 
vat in the-primary rinsing- step» so that the de 
sired effect is also achieved in this step. Then 
when the secondary or ?nal rinsing- step- is car 
ried out, a su?icient charge‘ of the wetting agent 
‘will-be'pres'ent in the charge .of-hot water con. 
"tained in the vat, since a residuum of the initial 
excess charge vof the synthetic wetting agent is 
present in the vat following draining of the ,used 
charge- of‘ hot water at the‘ conclusion- of the pri 
mary- rinsing step, this residuum being present 
in. the vat due to the circumstances previously 
noted- 1 ' " ' ‘ ' - 

Acccrdingly,it is‘ a- general‘ object of the -pres~ 
ent invention to provide an improved method of 
‘washing dishes, or the like, that preserv'iestlie 
natural luster and sparkle thereof and» prevents 
streaking andI spotting thereof incident ‘to dry 
ins-V ‘ ' ' 

Another object of; the invention is to‘ provide a 
method of washing dishes, or the l-ikefthat in 

,1 eludes an improved’ rinsing. step empIoYiIig hot 
water-'centaining a' synthetic wetting ‘agentl' 
vFurtherfailuresardent/entice rem-noes 
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particular arrangement of the steps of the 
method, whereby the above-outlined and addi 
tional operating features thereof are attained. 
The invention, both as to its organization and 

method of operation, together with further ob 
jects and advantages thereof, will best be under 
stood by reference to the following speci?cation 
taken in connection with the accompanying draw 
ings, in which Figure 1 is a front elevational 
view, partly broken away, of dishwashing appa 
ratus in which the method of the present inven 
tion may be carried out; Fig. 2 is a vertical sec 
tional view of the dishwashing apparatus, taken 

16 

in the direction of the arrows along the line 2-2 . 
in Fig. 1; Fig. 3 is a front perspective view of 
the dishwashing apparatus shown in Figs. 1 and 

15 

2, illustrating the front door in its open position ‘ 
and the dish-supporting rack in its withdrawn 
position, wherein it is carried by the front door; 
Fig. 4 is an enlarged side elevational view of the 
synthetic wetting agent receptacle that is car 
ried by the dish-supporting rack, as illustrated 
in Figs. 2 and 3; Fig. 5 is an enlarged plan view 
of the synthetic wetting agent receptacle shown 
in Fig. 4; and Fig. 6 is an enlarged front eleva 
tional view, partly in section, of the synthetic 
wetting agent receptacle shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 

Referring now to Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
ings, there is generally illustrated automatic 
dishwashing apparatus ID that is preferably of 
the character of that disclosed in the copending 
application of Edgar S. Stoddard, Serial No. 
105,618, ?led July 19, 1949, now Patent Number 
2,635,941, and incorporating a wetting agent 
receptacle and embodying structure for carrying 
out the method of the present invention. The 
.dishwashing apparatus I0 is of the gasketless 
door front-opening type including a cabinet I! 
housing a substantially vertically disposed ,vat 
|2, the cabinet I! and the vat |2 having sub 
stantially aligned front openings that are closed 
by a front door H3. The front door I3 is piv 
otally mounted adjacent to the lower edge there 
of within the lower portion of the vat l2 and is 
movable between a substantially vertical closed 
position and .a substantially horizontal open posi 
tion. .Also, the dishwashing apparatus H} com 
prises movable rack structure |4 that is adapted 
to support dishes, and other utensils, within the 
vat l2 for washing purposes, the rack structure 
‘I4 being movable into and out of the vat l2 
through the front openings when the door l3 
occupies its open position. An impeller I5 is 
arranged within a sump l6 formed in the lower 
portion of the vat I2 and is rotated by an as 
sociated electric operating motor H for the pur 
pose of producing a washing action within the 
vat |2 when the door l3 occupies its closed posi 
tion and washing liquid is contained in the sump 
16. More particularly, the impeller I5 is rotated 
in the counterclockwise direction as viewed from 
the top of the vat l2 in order to produce an 
upward swirl of the washing liquid or the rinsing 
liquid through the rack structure l4 supporting 
the dishes and other utensils, whereby the wash 
ing liquid or the rinsing-liquid is thrown up 
wardly into bombarding relation with the dishes 
supported by the rack structure I4 and then 
falls downwardly back into the sump Hi to be 
recirculated. . 

For the purpose of supplying washing liquid 
or rinsing'liquid to the vat l2, there is provided 
an inlet conduit 20 connected to a suitable source 
of washing liquid or rinsing liquid, such, for 
example, as a hot water tank. The inlet conduit 
28 communicates with the inlet port of an inlet 
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valve 2| of the solenoid controlled type; and 
the outlet port of the inlet valve 2| communicates 
with a conduit 22 that is connected to a spraying 
device 23 arranged in a depression 25 formed 
substantially centrally within the top wall of the 
vat I2. The inlet valve 2| is of the fast-opening, 
slow-closing type, being governed by an associ 
ated clashpot so as to prevent water hammer in 
the plumbing communicating with the inlet con 
duit 2G. The inlet valve 2| is normally biased 
into its closed position, and when the solenoid 2 | ’ 
thereof is energized, it is operated into its open 
position in order that the hot water may be 
supplied from the inlet conduit 28 to the spray 
ing device 23, whereby the hot water is sprayed 
downwardly in a rotating swirl by the spraying 
device 23 from the top of the vat l2 through 
the rack structure l4 and accumulates in the 
sump I6. Subsequently, when the solenoid 2|’ 
of the inlet valve 2| is de-energized, the inlet 
valve 2| is moved slowly from its open position 
into its closed position in order to cut off the 
supply of hot water from the inlet conduit 20 
to the spraying device 23. 
For the purpose of controlling the retention 

of washing liquid or rinsing liquid in the sump 
[6, there is provided a drain mechanism 30 of 
the solenoid controlled type. The drain mech 
anism 30 comprises a ?exible conduit 3|, one end 
of which communicates with a drain ?xture 32 
provided in the lower portion of the sump I6, 
and the other end of which communicates with 
a drain conduit 33 that is connected via a trap, 
or the like, not shown, to drain plumbing, not 
shown. The ?exible conduit 3| is normally biased 
by its weight into its lower portion in order to 
place the interior of the sump I6 into free drain 
ing communication with the drain conduit 33 
so that any washing liquid or rinsing liquid ac 
cumulating in the sump It runs through the 
flexible conduit 3| into the drain conduit 33; 
and when the solenoid 3e’ thereof is energized 
the ?exible conduit 3| is elevated into its upper 
portion in order to cut off the free draining 

_ communication between the interior of the sump 
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may be retained in the sump l5. 

[5 and the drain conduit 33 so that a predeter 
mined charge of washing liquid or rinsing liquid 

Subsequently, 
when the solenoid 30' is de-energized the drain 
mechanism 38 is returned to its. free draining 
position in order to e?ect draining of the wash 
ing liquid or rinsing liquid from the sump i6. 

For the purpose of effecting drying of the dishes 
and other utensils supported by the rack struc 
ture I4 within the vat l2, there is provided a heat 
ing unit or element 40 that is preferably of the 
sheathed resistance conductor type. The heating 
element 40 is disposed in the lower portion of the 
vat I2 :below the rack structure 14 and in sur 
rounding relation with respect to the impeller l5 
so that air blown by the blades of the rotating im 
peller l5 contacts the heating element 40 and 
then moves upwardly through the rackstructure 
l4 into contact with the dishes and other utensils 
supported by the rack structure M in the vat l2. 

’ The lower portion of the door l3 carries a de 
tergent cup 4| opening toward the interior of the 
vat |2 that is adapted to receive a charge of de 
tergent. Preferably the detergent that is em 
ployed in the detergent cup 6| is of the type sold 
under the trade name “Calgonite” that comprises 
about 40 per cent sodium hexametaphosphate and 
60 per cent sodium meta-silicate: , 1 
As best shown in ,Fig. 3 therack structure I4 

is removable as a whole from‘the door l3 in its 
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been Peesitie'n the eoinpri'ses va vrower dishreek t2 
tied a ‘detachable upper dishr‘ack as. The upper 
dishreclg #3, in. turn, comprises an outer marginal 
section 44 ehd an inner detachable ‘central sec 
tion “4'5: hlso the central portion of the lower 
*dishr'ack 42 carries a‘ ‘perforated silverware ‘oas 
Ret l6. Normally, the plates and other large 
dishes‘; are ermngea ‘in the 'lower?ishrackli'; and 
the siliz'erwar'e 'alrri‘mj‘ged in the ‘basket 46. Also, 
the taps and saucers are normally 'arraJngedI-i-n 
the outer marginal section '4} of the upper .dish— 
gen; {33; While the drinking glasses! tumblers, and 
thelike, are normally arrenee? inthe cen‘trallisec 
nan E5 of the Kipper dishrack 13. Finally, the 
central portion of the central sectionlii of the up 
,per dishrack 13 comprises an upwardlyieitendling 
eptstenjtiauy cylindrical open-work ‘element 4.1 
disfob'sed substantially directly ‘below the spraying 
device}? when the raekstrueture M occupies Tits 
fnofrhel T‘p'o‘sitionjin the 'vet 12:; which Ve‘entrell .0551 
iinderfelerh'ent l‘! carries .a wetting agent re 
c’e'iit'a'cleT'éll. ‘Thus'wihenlthe rack “structure I4 00 
cii?ie's ‘its ‘normal. ‘position ‘in the 'vat T2 the wet 

ra "adjacent to ‘the ‘spraying device .23 for a 
In'ii‘rpos'e ‘mere ruuyugexpleineu ‘hereih'ait‘er. 
‘ _‘ ‘best "sheen in Figs. "ll’to v'?'fin'clusive,‘the Syn 
Ttli'étic 'iiiétftih'g ,a'géiit recepteeie 50 comprises a 
isulis'thihtiall-y 'dyl?id?‘dell "may '51 ‘provided with a 
‘W eiitiell'y ici‘rciil‘el'r liiii‘g‘ed top ‘cover ‘52, ‘the 

""‘ ‘ 2 ’ the‘upper'mrtronicf 

hooksvitirrarni's 54 > ‘ V 'p'esjefef‘suppcrtingtnereceptaeie‘5t injpiaeewitn 
.in‘the"cezitrailtylin‘dridel el'em'ezit “41 ‘carried-‘by 

. the Tee?tral ' section '15 “0;: the upper '“dishraek 43, 
ei’eby‘th'e r‘eceptec1e‘5t 'mayjbe readilyilil'ajced 

' endremofved'with "respeet to ‘the centr'h “cylin 
"driéel elementf?. “The ‘top 'cover'ji‘l‘carries ‘a 
~talkie‘ element 55 *iipoh'the flower’‘surface‘whereof, 

cover 52, the valve .elernent ?5'belng‘mounte?cfer ~ 

1‘ Fihe‘llyfthei ree'epteae 5lfeomiprisesimsiibstan 
‘vPtmHy-misneped "tubeéoriis’iphon if'device l ‘gm-o 
fTjbiit'ih'g through'zthe upperportidn of the-cylindri 
eel¥side<wel1r5l ,~'~the csiphonrelementis? l ‘including 

leg;MTdispos‘edewithin the :cylindrical ibodyaSl 
endear-ejecting- downwardly ‘and-terminating ra‘d 
:isee'enmo 'l'the ibottom i‘ 7wall' @thereof ,1 tandem legii=63 
uHi‘‘sensed:exteribrlyiofythecylindrical bodyt lend 
><l?rojecting ‘ 5 downwardly‘ {below lithe whet-tom 'cwall 
“thereof. 'fAs'vltherhot'iwaiterfissaccumulated inane 
receptacle '50 the head of liquid therein rises un 

thiiigtegerit'i‘ecéptacle'ii? is disposed ‘directly biélow _ 

til ‘it reaches a level indicated ‘generality at“. 
whereby a predetermined quantity of liquid ‘has 
:been accumulated in the receptacle 50. The'lig 
u‘id then flows between the ‘legs 1'62 and $3 of 

5 the ‘siphon device ‘61 falling through the ‘leg r68 
and producing a siphon action between the legs 
53 and 62 in a. well-known manner, whereby sub 
stantiallyth'e "entire ‘liqnid contents-of (the -reee_p 
‘table '50 is discharged by the siphon device ‘61! 
‘into-the vat 12. Thus it ‘will be understood that 
when a. predetermined quantity @ef liquid is ecl 
cumulated within the receptacle 50 ‘that vsubstrate 
“tia'lly the entire ‘liquid ‘contents thereof ‘is eute 
maticallvy discharged ‘therefrom'ibythe sip'h0n;§le 
‘vic‘e Iti"! into :the Wet "1-2:; {which arrangement is 
‘utilized ‘for a purpose more-fully explained ‘here 
*ina'fter. 

IThe ‘synthetic ' wetting ‘agent ‘that ‘may =be em 
ployed ‘in ‘the receptacle ‘50 may be of any suit 

20 ‘Mile txpe ‘although it preferable “that fit ‘he {in 
'“th‘e‘torm ‘of ‘a ‘liquid, and-it i-has ~'bee_n found *that 
fa fgreait “variety "of 'the sulfuric ‘acid ‘esters of ‘the 
‘Iiig‘her?a'tty acids are admirablyrsuitedtc this 
‘end. For examples, sodium ‘lauryl sulfateend 
‘octz’decyl ‘sodium ‘sulfate are quite satisfactory. 
L?lso,‘ the Elong icheiin gsu‘l'fonates rare ‘suitable ‘and 
's'o'dium' lauryl *siiltonate "and oeta'deeyl ‘sodium 
sul-‘fcnate have -'been found *to‘ibe satisfactory. 

"chemical compositions of *these synthetic 
‘wetting -‘ agents "form “no part ~01 ~the jpresentein 
v'viention tend-“any isynthetic- wetting egent-"iseuit 
~‘e'ble “thatipossesses'thetcheracteristic oi redueing 
lthe" surface "tension ‘of ‘hot water su??cientlry-ito 
?cause ~I~the ‘*hot water montactingethe*dishessand 

r “'glesswareitovrun*rreely endiquickly‘ therefrom ;in 
-~jorder-*to"preventethe'presenceo?airly?argexii-9p 
‘lets ‘of ‘ rinse r‘ water *onrthe - dishes and j-glesswe-re 
r-tfollowingl‘the ‘secondary-“or ?na-M'insi-ng step,v and 
preceding drying, as explained more ,ful-lfihere 
"iinetter. ‘ 

i'Fenlthe purpose de?ecting-coordinated, opera, 
‘_ tion off-‘the Fvmious-"ccntrol" elementsiincorporgated 

‘d-i‘shwashing'trpparatns "II D "in- orderétoyac 
‘eemp‘li‘sh~a-'~complete 'eyelet-of\operation?thereils 
“incorporatedwherein-“an; electric -c,on;trol circuit 

45 2and-‘lprogrrairnfv controller rof it-he-eharacter'ofethat 
-1 eis'close'd in‘thecoperrding application oflDoug-les 

Iii-ismiaseriamos-egeoe; ?led‘Mey 7;‘=1~'94,9,. terms 
% Jc‘ircu'it *eentro111arrangementiitnclu'desz armfogram 
vieoritrollermefetheetimerrtypedndicatedgenerally 

50~>ttt‘~‘€t‘i end-*?isposed="irrithempper‘eleftehendjfiront 
insertion ofithefelpperetusi it‘betweenithe- adj ecent 

- #harid side'ewalllrofethe cabinet‘ H en'dr‘the 
' > " ' ‘hBJnd~”Si?8"W'ai11_-Df'i‘the'Vat “12,4. 

reneasuringeoil'or relay‘ 12 ‘disposed in the-flower 
e?iileft-herld Tfrom-repertierr of theTaDPara'tus {Behe 

t-lttteen the-adjacent--'1eft@herrd' sideiwa'll of jt-he 
" icebinet'ili I‘; and?theraidj eeerfi'tf .‘left-hand‘ side 'wall 

*Tthe'ib ottom‘iweilleof ithewatrw and controlled-*hy 
60"?iheimovements'l'of'jthei-fronte‘door ts. err-he 11b 

‘rgramMcontrcller?l icomprises an-felectricedrive 
mmttorfinot‘ shown, "of -'the'~"timer: typeysirchitor 
-‘fexam"p‘lje,v as :a “"‘Telechron” - motor, “switching 
‘structure; not’showni and an 'operetineislieftrthet 

5iiefxtendslthroujehthe‘ifrontwell of "thewhinetggl a 
?la-iidxsupnorts “a notataihleeeontro'l. knob'1;1j4..=.,that 
see-operates» iwithhnelindicia vinlets ‘ 1.5 ithat “isedi 
,trectlymountedeediecentstheretcwunonuthe‘ Kent 
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':.'splratee3:5;:;>.the windieie @notednbein v I _ 

“wheeler? spacedeeperterelatien- :sDf . .ieoursemt. 
75 circuit control arrangement also includes the 
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electric ‘operating motor ll, the operating sole~ 
noid 2|’ of the inlet valve 2!, the operating 
solenoid 38' of the drain mechanism 38, and the 
electric heating element 40; and ?nally the cir 
cuit control arrangement includes a source of 
current supply that may be of 115 volts 60 cycle 
A. C.- .. 

The details of the connection and arrangement 
of the circuit network in order to accomplish a 
complete washing cycle in the dishwashing ap 
paratus is form no part of the present inven 
tion, and in the interest of brevity only the over 
all cycle of operation of the apparatus ID will be 
described with particularity. 
In order to prepare the dishwashing apparatus 

ID for a cycle of operation, the dishes, glassware 
and other utensils are appropriately loaded into 
the rack structure hi; and a. predetermined 
charge of the liquid synthetic wetting agent men 
tioned is placed within the body 5! of the recep 
tacle 50 through the open top thereof while the 
cover 52 occupies its open position. The cover 
52 is then returned to its closed position with 
respect to the open top of the body 5|; and it 
may be assumed that the valve element 55 cc 
cupies an adjusted position with respect to the 
cover 52 so that the liquid contents of the wet 
ting agent receptacle 50 will be discharged'by 
the siphon device 6i during the primary rinsing 
step, as explained more fully hereinafter. The 
rack structure It is then pushed forwardly into 
the vat I2 into its normal position, whereby the 
cover 52 of the wetting agent receptacle 50 is 

- disposed immediately below the rotary spraying 
device 23. A charge of the detergent noted is 
then placed in the detergent cup 4! provided in 
the lower inner wall of the door [3; and the door 
13 is moved from its open position into its closed 
position. 
The rotatable control knob '14 is then rotated 

from its “Off” position into its “On” position 
initiating operation of the program selector ‘H 
and the electric control network. Speci?cally, at 
this time the program selector Tl initiates opera 
tion of the operating motor I‘! and initiates op 
eration of the timer motor incorporated in the 
program selector 7!. The operating motor I‘! 
rotates the impeller i5 in the counterclockwise 
direction as viewed from the top of the vat l2; 
and the timer motor drives the control knob 14 
continuously in the clockwise direction. as viewed 
in Fig. 1, at a predetermined rate and ultimately 
back into its “Oil?” position. After an elapsed 
time interval of approximately 90 seconds, the 
program controller ‘H e?ects energization of the 
inlet valve solenoid 2i’, whereby the inlet valve 
2| is operated from its closed position into its 
open position so that washing liquid may he sup 
plied from the supply conduit 20 to the spraying 
device 23. The washing liquid is sprayed down 
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60 
wardly from the spraying device 23 into the vat , 
i2 and through the dishes supported by the rack 
structure It and accumulates in the sump 16 
from which it is drained through the drain 
mechanism 30 directly into the drain con 65 
duit 33 since the drain mechanism 30 occupies... 
its draining position at this time. Of course, 
some of the washing liquid in the sump i6 may 
be caught and ?ung upwardly by the blades of 
the impeller l5 through the dishes supported by 
the rack structure M, although this action is not 
considerable at this time since the drain mecha 
nism 36 occupies its draining position as previ 
ously noted. Also, some of the washing liquid 
sprayed downwardly in the vat l2 from the spray 
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ing device 23 enters the wetting agent receptacle 
5!) and is accumulated therein, along with the 
liquid wetting agent already in the receptacle 50. 
Approximately 30 seconds after the inlet valve 
2! is thus operated into its open position, the pro 
gram controller 'i'l energizes the solenoid 30' of 
the drain mechanism 3i}, whereby the drain 
mechanism 30 is operated from its draining posi 
tion into its non-draining position so that the 
washing liquid is accumulated in the sump I6. 
At this time the washing liquid accumulating in 
the sump I6 is caught by the blades of the im 
peller l5 and is ?ung upwardly through the rack 
structure it and the dishes supported thereby 
against the walls of the vat i2 and the door l3 
and again returns to the sump l6. , 
The supply of washing liquid from the spray 

ing device 23 continues and as the quantity of 
washing liquid accumulating in the sump 16 in 
creases, the load imposed upon the impeller I5 
is gradually increased, the current drawn by the 
motor ll being gradually increased and metered 
by the measuring coil or relay 72. When a pre 
determined quantity of washing liquid accumu 
lates in the sump 15 a correspcnding predeter 
mined load is imposed upon the operating motor 
ll, whereby the current metered by the measur 
ing relay 12 reaches a predetermined value. 
When this current traversing the relay ‘I2 reaches 
the predetermined value mentioned, indicating 
that the vat i2 now contains a full and predeter 
mined quantity of washing liquid, the measuring 
relay 12 operates and effects de-energization of 
the solenoid 2i’ i the inlet valve 2|, whereby 

- the inlet valve ‘ii is slowly returned from its 
open position into its closed position. Shortly 
thereafter the inlet valve 21 is completely closed 
cutting off the supply of washing liquid from the 
supply conduit 28 to the spraying device 23. 
Approximately 45 seconds after the drain 

mechanism 39 is operated into its non-draining 
position, the program controller ll further opens 
the circuit for energizing the solenoid 2!’ of the 
inlet valve 2 I, thereby providing a timed arrange 

' ment for effecting the return of the inlet valve 2i 
into its closed position in the event this result 
has not already been brough about by operation 
of the measuring relay '52 within the 1&5 seconds 
period mentioned. 
The primary washing step is thus initiated upon 

the operation of the drain mechanism so into its 
non-draining position, and continues for a total 
time interval ofapproximately 330 seconds; and 
within this time interval and in response to the 
accumulation of a predetermined quantity of 
washing liquid in the sump it, the charge of de 
tergent contained in the detergent cup 5| is in 
troduced into the washing liquid contained in the 
vat 52 in order that the primary washing step may 
be effective to remove grease and other foreign 
materials from the dishes supported by the rack 
structure Hi. The arrangement for introducing 
the detergent is disclosed in the copending ap 
plication of Forrest A. Walker, Serial No. 57,448, 
?led‘ October 30, 1948, and is based upon the ac 
cumulation of a predetermined quantity of wash 
ing liquid in the sump it during the primary 
washing step, whereby the washing liquid accu 
mulating in the sump it is flushed or washed into 
the detergent cup iii carried by the inner wall of 
the door 13 causing the detergent contained 
therein to be washed into the body of washing 
liquid contained in the vat l2. This introduc 
tion of the detergent into the washing liquid con 
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tained in- .the vat-4.2 is accomplishedshortly. .101!‘ 
lowing theloperation of the drainv mechanism 311 
into its non-‘draining ,position'initiating. the be 
ginning of the primary washing step sothat the 
detergent is present in the washingl-iquidlduring 
alsubstantial part of the time intervalof the pri-. 
mary washing step. . 
‘At- the conclusion of the pr nary washing step 

the program controller 1| opens the circuit for. 
energizing the solenoid 3d’ of the ‘drain mecha 
nism 38,. whereby the drain mechanism 39 is 
returnedfrom its non-draining position into its 
draining position so that the washing liquidand 
the carried detergent contained in the sump .li? 
is drained therefrom in a very short interval of 
time; and approximately 45 seconds after the 
drain mechanism 38 is operated into-its drain 
ing position, the program controller 11 again 
closes the circuit for en'rg-izing. the solenoid 21’ 
of; the inlet valve 2!, whereby washing liquid is 
again supplied to the spraying device 23 and is 
again sprayed downwardly into the vat 1-2. 
Approximately 10 seconds after the inlet'valve 
2i isoperated into its open positionthe program 
controller 1-! recloses the circuit for energizing 
the solenoid 33' of the drain mechanism .30, 
whereby the drain mechanism 30 is operated into 
its non-draining position in order to initiate 'a 
secondary washingstep. 
The secondary washing step proceeds in the 

manner ofv the primary washing step described 
above; however, without the addition of ,another 
charge of detergent since a residual amount of 
the initial charge of detergent remains in the vat 
l2 from the ‘primary washing ‘step. This resid- , . 
uum of the detergent-is presentxin‘theivat 12 since 
a small portion of the charge or ‘washing liquid 
contained in 'the'vat i2v during ‘thelprimary-wa'sh 
ing step remains therein due to" adherence to 
the dishes and'the rack structure 14 and due- to 
its presence on the wall structure of the vat l2 
and in‘the drain mechanism 30. Speci?callmthe 
inlet valve 2.! is subsequently operated into-its 
closed position undenthe control of the measur 
ing relay 12 dependent upon theload upon the 
operating motor’ 17, or ‘under the control» of ‘the 
program controller H; all in the mannerprevi 
ously explained. In-any case, after a time inter»; 
valor approximately 45 seconds vfollowing opera_--_ 
tion of the drain mechanismc? into‘ its non 
draining positionthe inlet valve» 2| "is operated 
into its closed position. At this time the inlet 
valve 2i occupies its closed position and the drain 
mechanism 3!} occupies its non-draining position, 
whereby the secondary washing step continues in 
the manner previously‘ explained. As‘ the wash 
ing'liquidissprayed downwardly from the spray-'-v 
ing device 23' into the vat .l 2 during. 'the‘secondary 
washing ‘step. additional liquid is accumulated 
in the wetting agent receptacle 58. f The second 
ary washing step continues for a time'i-nterval of 
approximately “.330 seconds following operation 
of the drain mechanism into its ~non~draining 
position; whereupon the program selector ll 
e?ects the return of the drain mechanism 3!; into 
its. draining position as previously explained. 
'The washing liquid accumulated in the sump 

it is drained into the drain conduit 33 in the 
manner previously explained in a very short time 
‘interval; and approximately 45 seconds after-the 
drain mechanism 3B is operated into its drain; 
ing position the program selector jfllagain 0p 
erates the .inlet' valvelzl' ‘into ‘its open ‘position. 
The rinsing liquid is then sprayed downwardly 
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into .thevat. 1.2.. by the spraying device. 23 for 
a time interval‘ ofapproximately 10,.Seconds; 
whereupon the program controller TI againv re 
turns .thedrain mechanism 30 into its non-drain 
ing position, initiating a primary rinsing step. 
Theprimary rinsing step proceeds in a man 

nerv substantially identical to the primary wash 
ing step described above, whereby the inlet valve 
21] ‘is subsequently voperated into its closed po 
sition under the control of the measuring relay 
‘l2 dependent upon the load upon the operating 
motorv H, or under the control of the program 
selector .‘H; all in the manner previously ex 
plained. In any case. after a time interval of 
approximately 45 seconds following operation of 
the drain mechanism '30 into its non-draining 
position, the inlet valve .21 is operated into its 
closed position. ‘The primary rinsing step con 
tinues for a time interval of approximately .90 
seconds following the operation of the drain 
mechanism 36 into its non-draining position, 
whereupon the program selector v‘H effects the 
return of the drain mechanism 30 into its drain 
ing . position. . 

As the rinsing liquid is sprayed downwardly 
from the spraying-device .23 into the vat i2 dur 
ing the primary rinsing step, additional liquid 
is accumulated in the wetting agent receptacle 
58, whereby a predetermined total head of liquid 
is accumulated in the receptacle 50 causing the 
siphon device 6! to operate automatically to dis 
charge substantially the entire liquid contents 
of the receptacle 5.3 into the vat i2. The charge 
of wetting agentthus introduced into the charge 
of ..rinsing liquid contained in the vat 12 reduces 
the surface ‘tension thereof so that the rinsing 
liquid runs freelyv from the dishessupported by 
the rack structure l4. 
. The rinsing. liquid accumulated in the sump 
.i?'is drained into the drain conduit 33 at the 
conclusionv of the primary rinsing step in the 
manner previously explained in a short time in-v 
terval; and approximately 45 seconds after the 
drain mechanism 30 is operated into its draining 
position, the program selector ‘H reoperates the 
inlet valve 2| into its openposition. The rinsing 
liquid is sprayed downwardly from the .spraying 
device 23 into the vat l2; and approximately 10 
seconds following operation .of theinlet valve'2i 
into its open position the program selector. ‘H 
effects operation of. the drain mechanism 30‘ln'to 
its non-draining position in order to initiate a 
secondary rinse step. 
The secondary rinsing step proceeds in-a man 

ner substantially identical to the primary rins 
ing step described. above except that no addi 
tional charge of synthetic wetting agent is in? 
trocluced into the charge. of rinsing liquid con. 
tained in the vat .1‘2. .. .Theiinlet valve '21 is subse 
quently operated into its .closed'position under 
the control of the measuring relay 1.2 dependent 
upon the load uponthe operating motor IT, or 
under the control of the program selector l I; all 
in _. the manner previously explained. In any 
case, after a time interval of approximately 45 
seconds following operation of the drain. mech 
anism so into its non-draining position, the inlet 
valve .2! is ‘operated intoits closed position. ‘The 
secondary rinsing step continues for a time in 
terval oiapproximately 90 seconds following the 
operating of the draining mechanism 3B into its 
nonedrainingj position, whereupon thelprogram 
selector ‘H? eifects the return of the drain 'meche 
anis'ni so into. its draining .positionj ' ' ' - 

i _"T_h_e rinsingliciuid__-.accumulated in the sump V 
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I5 is drained into the drain conduit 33 in the 
manner previously explained in a short time in 
terval; and approximately 45 seconds after the 
drain mechanism 30 is operated into its drain 
ing position, the program selector ‘H closes the 
‘circuit for energizing the heating element 40, 
whereby heat produced by the heating element 
48 is circulated in the vat I2 by the blades of 
the impeller It‘: in the form of an upwardly di 
rected blast of hot air into contact with the 
dishes supported by the rack structure I 4. 

Since a residuum of the synthetic wetting agent 
is present in the body of rinsing liquid contained 
in the vat I2 during the secondary rinsing step, 
due to the circumstances previously noted, the 
surface tension of the rinsing liquid is suf?ciently 
reduced so that it readily runs off the dishes sup 
ported by the rack structure I4 at the conclusion 
of the secondary rinsing step. Accordingly, at 
this time when the drying step is initiated there 
are no droplets of rinsing liquid of any consider 
able size adhering to the dishes supported by the 
rack structure M. The hot air circulated in the 
vat I2 by the impeller 15 is directed into con 
tact with the dishes supported by the rack struc_ 
ture I4 effecting a drying action thereupon, and 
is thence circulated back into contact with the 
heating element 40 by the impeller I5. 

This action constitutes an initial drying step 
and is continued for a time interval of approxi 
mately 1200 seconds, whereupon the program 
selector ‘II opens the circuit for energizing the 
operating motor I‘! while retaining closed the 
circuit for energizing the heating element 46. 
Accordingly, the operating motor I‘! stops, ar 
resting the rotation of the impeller I5, while the 
generation of heat by the heating element 40 
continues. Thus drying of the dishes supported 
by the rack structure I 4 continues through a 
?nal drying step after operation of the impeller 
I 5 has been arrested. The final drying step con 
tinues for a time interval of approximately 600 
seconds, whereupon the program controller ‘II 
interrupts the circuit for energizing the heating 
element 46, as swell as the circuit for operating 
the timer motor incorporated in the program 
selector ‘H. 
At this time the control knob ‘I4 has been ro 

tated from its “on” position in the clockwise 
direction back into its “oil?” position; operation 
of the program selector ‘II has been arrested; 
and the cycle of operation of the dishwashing 
apparatus I 6 has been completed. Thus it will 
be understood that when the manual control 
knob 14 of the program selector ‘H is rotated 
from its “off” position into its “on” position in 
the clockwise direction, further operation ofv the 
program selector ‘II is automatically continued 
under the control of the associated timer motor, 
whereby the cycle of operation of the dishwashing 
apparatus I0 is carried out automatically, a time 
interval of approximately 2970 seconds being re 
quired. 
During the operation of the dishwashing ap 

paratus I 0 in the timed cycle above-described, 
the door I3 must be retained in its closed posi 
tion in order to retain the door switch ‘I3 in its 
closed position, since the door switch ‘I3 occupies 
an interlock position in the control circuit net 
work; and any time the door I3 is operated into 
its open position, the door switch ‘I3 is operated 
into its open position arresting the cycle of op~ 
eration of the dishwashing apparatus Hi. ‘Final 
1y, at the conclusion of the timed washing cycle, 
the dishes supported by the rack structure I4 
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have not only been thoroughly washed ' and 
rinsed, but they have also been subjected to a 
drying action. Subsequently, the door I3 may 
be moved from its closed position into its open 
position, and the rack structure [4 may be moved 
out of the vat over the door I3 so that the dishes 
may be removed from the rack structure I4 and 
placed in a kitchen cabinet, or the like, if de 
sired. 

In the operation of the washing apparatus I0, 
the dishes, glassware,_etc., supported by the rack 
structure [4 are subjected to the initial and the 
?nal drying steps, following the secondary rinsing 
step, under conditions such that there are no 
droplets of rinsing liquid thereon during the 
drying actions. This effect is accomplished by 
virtue of the presence of an adequate amount of 
synthetic wetting agent in the charge of rinsing 
liquid during the secondary rinsing step, an ex 
cess charge of synthettic wetting agent being 
introduced into the charge of rinsing liquid 
during the primary rinsing step as a matter of 
preferred technique. Since the dishes, glass 
ware, and the like, undergo the drying action 
without the presence thereon of the water drop 
lets mentioned, it is not critical that the washing 
and rinsing liquids employed in the dishwashing 
apparatus It may comprise hard water that'has 
been merely heated to the proper temperature 
in a hot water tank, or the like, without any 
water softening treatment. Speci?cally, since 
the dishes, glassware, etc., are subjected to the 
drying actions noted in the absence of the water 
droplets mentioned, they are not spotted or 
streaked at the conclusion of the drying step or 
subjected to the gradual discoloring e?ects that 
normally proceed from the utilization of hard 
water in dishwashing apparatus of this character. 
In view of the foregoing, it is apparent that 

there has been provided an improved .method 
of washing dishes, or the like, that may be readily 
carried out in a known type of automatic dish 
washing apparatus, as well as improved equip 
ment that may be readily installed into the auto 
matic dishwashing apparatus mentioned in order 
to convert it to carry out the present method. 
While there has been described what is at 

present considered to be the preferred embodie 
ment of the invention, it will be understood that 
various modi?cations may be made therein, and 
it is intended to cover in the appended claims all 
such modi?cations as fall within the true spirit 
and scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. The method of washing dishes, or the like, 

arranged in an enclosing vat comprising intro 
ducing a ?rst body of hot water into the vat, 
introducing an excess charge of detergent into 
the ?rst body of hot water, circulating the ?rst 
body of hot water in the vat into bombarding 
relation with the dishes for a time interval in 
order to e?eet primary washing of substantially 
all of the soil therefrom, draining the ?rst body 
of hot water from the vat, introducing a second 
body or" hot water into the vat, circulating the 
second body of hot water in the vat into bom 
barding relation with the dishes for a time in 
terval in order to e?ect secondary washing of 
the small residual soil therefrom, draining the 
second body of hot water from the vat, intro 
ducing a third body of hot water into the vat,’ 
introducing an excess charge of synthetic wetting 
agent into the third body of hot water, circu-I 
lating the third body of hot water in the vat into, 
bombarding relation with the dishes for "a" time‘ 
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interval in order to effect primary rinsing of 
substantially all of the detergent therefrom, 
draining the third body of hot water from the 
vat, introducing a fourth body of hot water into 
the vat, circulating the fourth body of hot water 
in the vat into bombarding relation with the 
dishes for a time interval in order to effect sec 
ondary rinsing of the small residual detergent 
therefrom, draining the fourth body of hot water 
from the vat, the last-mentioned rinse water 
containing a su?icient quantity of the synthetic 
wetting agent to reduce the surface tension there 
of so that substantially all of the last-mentioned 
rinse water drains freely and quickly from the 
dishes, and ?nally retaining the dishes in the 
vat for a time interval in order to effect evap 
oration of the small residuum of the last-men 
tioned rinse water thereon and the consequent 
drying thereof. 

2. The method of washing dishes, or the like, 
arranged in an enclosing vat comprising intro 
ducing a ?rst body of hot water into the vat, in 
troducing an excess charge of detergent into the 
?rst body of hot water, circulating the ?rst body 
of hot water in the vat into bombarding relation 
with the dishes for a time interval in order to 
effect primary washing of substantially all of 
the soil therefrom, draining the ?rst body of hot 
water from the vat, introducing a second body of 
hot water into the vat, circulating the second 
body of hot water in the vat into bombarding 
relation with the dishes for a time interval in 
order to effect secondary washing of the small 
residual soil therefrom, draining the second body 
of hot water from the vat, introducing a third 
body of hot water into the vat, introducing an 
excess charge of synthetic wetting agent into the 
third body of hot water, circulating the third 
body of hot water in the vat into bombarding 
relation with the dishes for a time interval in 
order to effect primary rinsing of substantially 
all of the detergent therefrom, draining the third 
body of hot water from the vat, introducing a 
fourth body of hot water into the vat, circulating 
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the fourth body of hot water in the vat into 
bombarding relation with the dishes for a time 
interval in order to effect secondary rinsing of 
the small residual detergent therefrom, draining 
the fourth body of hot water from the vat, the 
last-mentioned rinse water containing a suf?cient 
quantity of the synthetic wetting agent to reduce 
the surface tension thereof so that substantially 
all of the last-mentioned rinse water drains freely 
and quickly from the dishes, and ?nally circulat 
ing hot air in the vat in the form of a blast into 
contact with the dishes for a time interval in 
order to effect evaporation of the small residuum 
of the last-mentioned rinse water thereon and 
the consequent drying thereof. 

3. The method set forth in claim 1, wherein the 
synthetic wetting agent consists essentially of 
an ester of a higher fatty acid, in which the fatty 
acid portion of the molecule contains from 12 
to 18 carbon atoms. 

4. The method set forth in claim 1, wherein 
the synthetic wetting agent consists essentially 
of a sulfuric acid ester of a higher fatty acid, 
in which the fatty acid portion of the molecule 
contains from 12 to 18 carbon atoms. 

5. The method set forth in claim 1, wherein 
the synthetic wetting agent consists essentially 
of sodium lauryl sulfate. 
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